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### About this Report

The Working Group II contribution to the Sixth Assessment Report (WGII AR6) is focused on the impacts of climate change on natural and human systems and their vulnerabilities, as well as capacities and limits of these systems to adapt to climate change and thereby reduce climate-associated risks and present options for creating a sustainable future. The WGII AR6 will be finalized in 2021, in time for the Global Stocktake foreseen under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Paris Agreement.

The WGII AR6 chapter teams consist of 263 experts who bring a diverse range of scientific expertise bringing in regional, cultural and social perspectives. Practitioner, as well as young, and indigenous researchers are all included in the mix.

### Timeline

- **First Lead Author Meeting**
  - [21 – 25 Jan • South Africa]

- **Second Lead Author Meeting**
  - [15 – 19 Dec • Nepal]

- **Third Lead Author Meeting**
  - [27 Jan – 1 Feb • Portugal]

- **Fourth Lead Author Meeting**
  - [2 – 7 Nov]

- **Expert Review of the First Order Draft**
  - [18 Oct - 13 Dec]

- **Expert and Government Review of the Second Order Draft**
  - [7 Aug - 2 Oct]

- **Final Government Distribution of the Final Draft and Government Review of the Summary for Policy Makers**
  - [7 Aug - 2 Oct]

- **12th Session of WGII and 55th Session of the IPCC**
  - Approval of the Summary for Policymakers, acceptance of the underlying Report
  - [8 – 8 Oct]

### Get Involved in the AR6

As a scientist, your relevant research may be considered for the assessment if submitted by 1 July 2020 and accepted for publication by 1 May 2021.

As an expert on any of the topics presented in the outline, you may register as an “Expert Reviewer”. Any comment you provide will be adequately addressed by the author team. To register, visit: www.ipcc.ch

The Sixth Assessment Report (AR6) includes:
- The WGII contribution to AR6 (WGII AR6) on The Physical Science Basic.
- The WGII contribution to AR6 (WGII AR6) on Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability.
- The WGII contribution to AR6 (WGII AR6) on Mitigation of Climate Change.
- The AR6 Synthesis Report that integrates the main findings from all three WG contributions.